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PENNSYLVANIAN AS A PERIODIC TITLE FOR IOWA
COAL MEASURES
CHARLES KEYES

One phase of the inapplicability of the unfortunate title of
Pennsylvanian as sometimes used for our Iowa rocks is a theme
which was presented a year ago before this Academy. Today,
another strange aspect of the same topic is stressed. Now, it is
not at all likely that the term Penns:ylvanian in Geology as a
periodic title world-wide in significance, will ever come into general, or international usage to take the place of Coat ~Measures,
which name for more than a century enjoys this privilege. The
violations of the accepted canons of scientific nomenclature are
too many and too grave for that. Neither bureaucratic dictum,
nor stamp of official survey, nor dogmatic statement of text-book
can successfully overstep such bounds. The reluctance with which
the term in question is often manifestly used indicates only too
clearly the extreme infelicity of its proposal. No amount of
patriotism on the part of our country can depose scientific
principle.
Despite the fact that the title Pennsylvanian is so frequently
followed of late in this country as a geographic term for what we
know as Coal Measures, and is, indeed, often applied in Iowa and
the neighboring states in this sense, it is certainly entirely inapplicable, and must sooner or later be abandoned. In the sense in
which it is most frequently used, signifying the section spanning
the interval between strata of Early Cqrbonic age and those of
Late Carbonic date as represented by the rocks which sometimes
go under the name of Permian, there are other titles that may
be justly regarded as having priority. In the sense in which
Pennsylvanian is commonly used Conybeare's well known and
really valid Pennine, proposed nearly a hundred years before the
American term was ever thought of, has precedence.
If the term Penns:yh•anian as expressive of a time unit with
periodic rank, does not constitute a title in good standing, neither
does it serve as a sedimental unit with next lower, or serial, rank.
As covering a provincial series of formations it is in this country,
the land of its birth, already quite out of place. The section
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which it is intended to embrace now has no less than four distinct
and valid subdivisions in the Appalachians, five such subdivisions
in the l\Iississippi Basin, and at least four in the Cordilleran
region, all of which hold serial rank. The informal grouping of
all these under a comprehensive title originally was amply served
by the non-committal term Coal lvf easures and there is no advantage now in changing this to a less familiar one even if it have
geographic significance, which feature is quite unessential. Nor
does such procedure raise the term to periodic rank. There is mere
adoption, in toto, of all the objections to which the earlier term is
subject without either appreciable advantage or compensating
advancement. It is really a long stride backward, since in the
more comprehensive sense its signification is fully occupied by
another good geographic name of identical meaning.
In Iowa, it may be recalled, we already have two well-defined
and clearly delimited serial subdivisions of the Coal Measures
which are even more widely recognized by constructive geologists
the world over, than the term Pennsylvanian is. These series are
officially exploited by the state geological survey in all of its
numerous reports of the past 30 years. They are adopted without
reservation by the authoritative State bureaus of our neighboring
commonwealths. They enjoy good standing with the Federal
Government and appear in all of its reports bearing upon the
geology of this region.
Why, then, should we desire to change to terminology of questionable taxonomic character, of unquestioned preoccupancy, and
of classificatory position in no way demanding stratigraphic expediency? Continued usage is not furthering the progress · of
geological science; but rather the very reverse. Its persistent
inclusion in state reports is not especially clarifying or illuminating; but distinctively confusing.. Its adoption is not in accord
with universally ~dhered to and basic rules of nomenclatural
guidance; but rather in direct and deliberate violation of them.
\Vhat geological science stands most in need of today, if she
expects to retain her long and honorable prestige, if she anticipates
holding further a place in the sui1, if she wishes to minister
efficiently to the most dependent realm of human industry and
to the genuine wants of modern civilization, is simplicity, global
standardization of basic concepts, and copious and creative productivity.
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